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Puluz PU5110 110cm 5in1 photo blenders
Photo blends by Puluz are a great addition to your photography accessories.  Improve the quality of  your photos by relying on simple,
proven solutions. You will  use each blender in different situations, choosing the right one for the prevailing conditions or needs -  both
outdoors and indoors. Photograph like a pro!
 
5 colors - different applications
You'll  use the golden blender to emphasize the warmth of  colors and create a sunlight  effect.  It  is  ideal  for  portrait  photography.  The
silver one, on the other hand, will make it easier for you to work in low-light environments. A white blender will give you a natural effect,
a black one will  reduce excess light, and a translucent one will  help reduce contrast. Evaluate your needs and select a panel to make
your photos look great - no matter the conditions!
 
4-layer construction
The blender is made up of 4 separate layers to most efficiently assist in achieving the desired effects. The base has gouges to provide a
better diffused reflection effect. The next layer is a background that assists in achieving expressive color on the next level - high quality
reflective paint. The whole is covered with a protective coating that effectively protects the rest from scratches.
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Functionality and convenience
Blends are housed in a spring-loaded, sturdy frame, which is made of steel. This makes it easy to compress and expand the structure -
according to your needs! What's more, the included case will ensure your convenience when moving it around. Be always prepared to
arrange a photo shoot!
 
Included
Gold blender
Blenda silver
Blenda white
Blenda black
Translucent blender
Etui
Manufacturer
Puluz
Model
PU5110
Dimensions
110 cm
Mounting
Standard

Price:

€ 16.00

Photo, Video, Accessories, Accessories  GoPro
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